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Abstract— Given the very ambiguous and imprecise nature of
sentiments and of their expressions, this survey focuses on ap-
proaches making use of components of graduality in the task of
automatic sentiments analysis. To that aim, we review methods
taking account of intrinsic psychological models components
of graduality as well as extrinsic components issued from
computational intelligence approaches. In particular, beyond
psychological models of sentiments that define affective states
as multidimensional vectors in affective continuous spaces, we
identify three components of graduality, namely composition
or blending, intensity and inheritance. In our discussion, we
review how fuzzy set theory as well as other gradual structures
based on a vectorial representation are employed to describe
affective states as complex or imprecise entities. Finally, we
focus on verbal expressions of sentiments and more specifically,
we discuss the use of components of graduality in order to deal
with sentiments complex and subtle expressions issued from the
expressive power of natural languages.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the interest in sentiment analysis has grown
very fast. As a matter of fact, an increasing number of
scientists are tackling the task of automated sentiments
detection and classification, making up a domain called
affective computing. On one hand, the identification and
characterization of opinions as positive, negative and neutral
are tackled in the opinion mining task [1]; on the other hand,
the study of sentiments is addressed in the broader sentiment
analysis task. These two tasks reunite in the global area
of affective computing in which psychological and compu-
tational intelligence concepts are, among others, employed
in order to identify affective content, classify sentiments or
simulate affective agents. Practical applications of this new
area of research include for instance, emotion aware robots,
automatic movies classifiers, intelligent computer interfaces
or avatars, next generation video-games design and automatic
marketing surveys.

To tackle the automatic sentiments analysis problem, one
first needs to define what are sentiments; to that aim authors
refer mainly to psychological models. Appraisal event mod-
els make use of sentiment eliciting rules for modeling the
human affective mechanisms. Even though appraisal based
approaches are well suited for the development of artificial
affective agents, they provide poor asset in the task of
sentiments discrimination and are not covered in this survey.
Nevertheless, it must be underlined that some appraisal based
approaches make use of graduality through fuzzy inference
and fuzzy aggregation for processing affective mechanisms
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ambiguity and imprecision, the interested reader might refer
to [2], [3], [4].

Beside this appraisal model, two other types of psycho-
logical models are respectively categorical models that are
based on a set of affective states, and dimensional models that
describe sentiments as vectors in a multidimensional contin-
uous space. Both possess a valuable descriptive power in the
task of sentiments discrimination; as such, they are widely
employed in the field of machine learning for tackling the
task of sentiment analysis. For instance, they are extensively
employed for analyzing sentiments in texts [5], audio [6],
video frames [7] or from physiological measures [8].

While the benefits of applying such methods to real life
applications are certain, many problems remain unresolved
and get in the way of methods for classifying, identifying
or discriminating sentiments: for instance, the ambiguous
expression of feelings, the influence of the context for their
interpretation but also the very personal nature of sentiments
which for instance depends on cultures, languages, ages or
personal experiences. Adopting the point of view that crisp
models and crisp processes might miss the actual point in
analyzing sentiments usually expressed with ambiguity and
imprecision, this survey focuses on approaches exploiting
components of graduality in the task of automatically an-
alyzing, classifying or identifying sentiments.

In our study the concept of graduality is carried in
representations that take account of psychological models
intrinsic components. Beyond dimensional models that offer
a naturally gradual framework we distinguish between three
components of graduality: composition or blending, intensity
and inheritance.

We also take into consideration extrinsic components
of graduality issued from computational intelligence ap-
proaches. While the fuzzy set theory offers an extensive set
of possibilities to model the ambiguities and imprecision of
affective states, we also review methods making use of other
gradual structures based on a vectorial representation.

This paper is organized as follow. In Section II we dis-
cuss the expression of graduality in approaches making use
of affective sets representations of sentiments, also known
as categorical models. More specifically, we identify three
components of graduality: composition or blending, inten-
sity and inheritance. In Section III we review the uses of
dimensional models. While the task of classification often
leads authors to segment the affective space into affective
sets, pure dimensional approaches make use of continuity
for expressing graduality. Lastly, in Section IV we focus on
a particular modality: the expression of sentiments in natural
languages, the expressive power of which is particularly well
modelled by means of gradual models and processes. The



conclusions of this survey are given in Section V.

II. CATEGORICAL MODELS - AFFECTIVE SETS

A. Psychological Principles

A first approach to represent sentiments is based on the
Darwinian vision: they result from a survival mechanism and
as such constitute necessary conditions for species conser-
vation. According to this vision, the sentiment of fear for
instance, is interpreted as a direct survival response to an
imminent danger. The Darwinian vision imposes sentiments
to be organised as a finite set of basic affective states, uni-
versally shared by all human beings. Depending on authors,
this set is known as basic, primary or full blown sentiments.

Psychological models sharing this point of view are known
as categorical models [9], [10]. Depending on authors, they
may vary in two aspects: the number and nature of affective
states as well as the structure organizing them. This specifies
the components of graduality exploited in the many different
models. Even though there is no real consensus on the
number of basic affective states, computational intelligence
approaches often refer to the so-called big six set of basic
sentiments [11] composed of fear, anger, happiness, sadness,
surprise and disgust.

In this section, we review the different ways to exploit
categorical models intrinsic or extrinsic graduality. From our
discussion, three components of graduality emerge: compo-
sition or blending, intensity and inheritance (Russian doll
structure).

B. Blending Components

On top of the Darwinian vision, psychologists have con-
sidered affective states as mixes between basic sentiments.
In this section, we highlight that, from one point of view a
specific set of composition rules leads to a finite set of higher
order affective states. From another point of view, relaxing
the constraint on the number and nature of sentiment com-
binations lead to more flexible affective states, characterized
by their constitutive basic states.

1) Complex Sentiments: Psychologists argue that modern
societies have opened the way to new kind of sentiments
namely complex sentiments [12]. A distinction is made
between primary or full blown sentiments and complex or
second order sentiments. While the former emerge from
human beings ancient survival reflexes, the latter result from
the complexity of our modern interactions and civilizations.
Second order sentiments can be viewed as directly derived
from our primary affective mechanism in response to the
transformation of our environment and survival needs.

Second order sentiments are thus expressed as specific
combinations of primary sentiments, not every combination
is permitted [9], [13]. Depending on authors, second order
sentiments vary in number and nature. For Plutchik, second
order sentiments are defined as pair combinations of primary
sentiments. For instance, contempt is considered a second
order sentiment composed of both anger and disgust.

In terms of computational intelligence, particularly in the
task of identifying sentiments, the fuzzy logic theory is well

suited for modeling complex sentiments: affective states are
assigned membership degrees to basic sentiments considered
as fuzzy sets. A fuzzy classifier trained on a set of first order
sentiments is then able to refine its output by interpreting it
in terms of second order sentiments [14]. The same approach
is adopted with a view to reproduce facial expression of
sentiment blends and complex sentiments [15]. Based on
Ekman’s work on complex facial expressions [10], a set of
fuzzy rules specifying complex sentiments composition is
defined and exploited in a 3D avatar. Making use of both
fuzzy logic theory and higher order sentiments, it proves to
exhibit realistic sentiments expressions.

2) Sentiment Vectorization: Sentiments may be consid-
ered as being rarely experienced and expressed one at a time
but rather concurrently [15], [16]: depending on situations,
individuals mask one sentiment by the expression of another,
experience multiple sentiments at the very same time or
experience rapid change of affective state. Certain models
do not impose constraints on the number and nature of
combined sentiments. Following a more pragmatic view,
they permit affective states to be described by every kind
of sentiment combinations. These models fit well real life
situations where different sentiments can be experienced
and expressed in a short amount of time. Structures such
as sentiment vectors capture well the different components
describing affective states. Several semantics are employed:
binary affective vectors that define affective states by com-
bining different sentiments, certainty degrees vectors that
depict uncertain affective states and membership degrees
vectors that make use of the fuzzy logic theory to model the
ambiguity and vagueness of sentiments expression. While
they all allow affective states to be composed of multiple
basic sentiments, binary affective vectors do not provide
further information regarding affective states relationship to
their constitutive sentiments. On the other hand, certainty
degrees vectors measure affinities between affective states
and their constituent basic sentiments; membership degrees
vectors describe affective states as ambiguous compositions.
These three representations are further detailed in the follow-
ing.

a) Binary Affective Vectors: Affective states are de-
scribed by binary vectors on a set of basic heterogeneous
sentiments. Any sentiment can participate to the realisation
of an affective state, thus relaxing the constraints on the
number and nature of combined sentiments. To that aim,
presence indicators mark the participation of basic sentiments
in the composition of affective states. In this representation,
affective states are fully characterized by binary vectors on
the set of basic sentiments. In the task of studying affective
states along movies time lines, this approach has been
employed to describe each chunk of time by heterogeneous
affective states and thus produce rich affective descriptions
of narrative structures [17].

b) Certainty Degrees Vectors: Richer structures mea-
sure the extent to which an affective state is described by
its relative components. Correlation rates between affective



states and basic sentiments are then computed in order to
produce degrees of certainty. Several methodologies have
been proposed. Among others, point-wise mutual information
between affective states and basic sentiments leads to a char-
acterization taking account of uncertainty in the expression of
sentiments [18]. Analyzing sentiments expressions in texts,
LSA semantic analysis offers a cosine similarity measure
between affective states and basic sentiments and thus models
latent sentiments expression [16].

c) Membership Degrees Vectors: Focusing on the am-
biguity and vagueness of sentiments expression, other ap-
proaches make use of membership degrees rather than cer-
tainty degrees. Affective states are assigned a membership
degree to each of the basic sentiments viewed as fuzzy
sets [15], [19], [20]. In particular, with a view to take
account of the ambiguity of natural languages in the analysis
of sentiments from texts, basic sentiments are defined as
fuzzy sets. The extraction of affective content from texts
is performed by looking up a predefined list of affective
terms mapped to fuzzy sentiments by means of membership
degrees [19]. Fuzzy control has also been proposed in
order to deal with the vagueness of sentiments expression
in speech [20]: it considers fuzzy rules whose inputs and
outputs are fuzzy variables, respectively speech parameters
and basic sentiments. As described earlier, another approach
exploits the fuzzy logic theory for dealing with both com-
plex sentiments states, sentiments masking and sentiments
brusque changes [15].

C. Intensity Components

Psychological models of sentiments also express gra-
duality by means of intensity components. Following the
Darwinian vision, each basic sentiment is specialized into
a hierarchy of gradually increasing intensities. The different
intensity level sets can be represented by further basic
sentiments: for instance joy is specialized as serenity and
ecstasy in Plutchik’s model [9]. Other psychologists define
as well ordinal scales without referring to any sub-sentiment
labelling [21]. Indeed it is often argued that the very am-
biguous nature of natural language makes it difficult to find a
consensus between sentiments labels. Furthermore, intensity
components are often combined with composition compo-
nents presented in the previous section. In particular, Plutchik
makes use of both blending and intensity components in the
model he proposes.

From a sentiment analysis point of view, intensity based
systems exploit gradual components to distinguish passionate
states from platonic ones. As such they are able to present a
refined characterization of sentiments [19], [22]. In particular,
this approach is particularly common for analyzing senti-
ments in texts: a manual dictionary maps words to a finite set
of sentiments and associates them with a real valued intensity
ranging from 0 to 1. For instance, elated, happy and joyful
all correspond to the joy affective state with respectively
decreasing intensities [22].

One should pay attention to the difference between in-
tensities and memberships as defined in the previous sec-

tion. Indeed, some approaches [14], [23] considering basic
sentiments as fuzzy sets interpret membership degrees as
intensity degrees; now while intensities represent the power
with which a sentiment is expressed, membership degrees
address the ambiguous nature of affective states. For instance,
Very sad and rather sad are both affective states belonging
completely to the basic sentiment of sadness, they only differ
in terms of intensities. Other approaches [22], [19] underline
this difference and make use of intensity components along
with combination components.

D. Russian Doll Structure

While graduality expressed through components of blend-
ing and intensity have been mainly developed by psychol-
ogists, other components arise from linguistic models for
representing sentiments. Based on the semantic of sentiment
labels, linguists have indeed developed structures to organize
sentiments: basic sentiments considered as meta-sentiments
are specialized into a semantic hierarchy of sub-sentiments.

Based on a study on text corpora, one model proposes
a semantic classification of affective verbs and subjective
names [24]. It is structured as a hierarchy based on three
components: semantic, antinomy and intensity. Smooth tran-
sitions between sentiments can thus be exploited in order to
enrich the output of sentiments analysis systems (intensity
specialization) as well as to deal with ambiguity and vague-
ness (semantic specialization).

A different approach consists in building a hierarchical
representation of sentiments on the sole basis of their labels’
semantic [25]. By successively studying sentiment labels’
definitions, labels are first grouped according to their positive
or negative connotations and then according to their semantic
relationships. In this model, sentiments are thus sorted along
a positive/negative scale and specialized along inheritance
levels.

III. DIMENSIONAL MODELS - AFFECTIVE SPACES

A. Psychological Principles

Besides the Darwinian view described in the former sec-
tion, that defines a finite set of basic sentiments univer-
sally present for every human being, another point of view
considers that every studied object (for instance words or
physiological states) bears an affective semantic whose value
varies depending on cultures, ages, personal experiences.
As such, the affective value associated with an object can
be measured on affective continuous scales; affective states
are represented as real valued vectors in affective multidi-
mensional spaces. Among the most studied scales, valence
represents the pleasure procured by a situation, activation
measures the physical excitation caused by a situation and
potency portrays the capacity of a subject to take over a
situation. There is no real consensus regarding the number
of scales or their nature: some authors advocate that a bi-
dimensional model dealing with valence and activation holds
the best relevance [26], while for others potency is essential,
for instance to differentiate fear and anger [27].



In this section we review the use of graduality in affective
spaces in the task of analyzing sentiments. In particular,
while affective spaces may eventually be segmented into
affective regions according to the corresponding prevailing
sentiments, approaches conserving their continuous nature
express graduality through continuity.

B. From Affective Spaces to Affective Sets

On one hand, affective spaces are widely studied in
the field of psychology: they are indeed valuable for their
descriptive and exhaustive representation of sentiments [28].
On the other hand, computational intelligence authors fa-
vor affective spaces when dealing with continuous inputs.
However, with a view of delivering intelligible content, most
approaches take affective spaces back to affective sets by
segmenting them into prevailing affective states. To do so,
basic sentiments are mapped on multidimensional vectors
according to their respective affective properties [29].

For instance, with a view to predict affective states of
individuals, an approach consists in analyzing real valued
inputs produced by body sensors [8]. To that aim, it studies
real valued functions mapping real valued inputs to the
dimensions of valence and activation. The latter are then
taken back to affective sets by segmenting the bi-dimensional
affective space in prevailing affective regions.

Contrary to the Darwinian vision on sentiments, affective
sets derived from affective spaces segmentation may no
longer be composed of orthogonal basic sentiments. Indeed,
Russel [30] argues that regions are not well delimited but
are rather ambiguous and vague, exhibiting fuzzy borders. It
then becomes natural to consider sentiments as fuzzy sets,
affective states being defined on a cartesian product of fuzzy
sets. Even though produced affective sets do not share the
Darwinian vision on sentiments, they share the very same
properties.

Sentiment blends are expressed by considering regions
labels segmenting affective spaces. Components of compo-
sition are then defined between affective states and affective
regions labels [31], [32]. When affective regions are viewed
as fuzzy sets, affective states are then assigned membership
degrees to fuzzy regions in order to produce sentiments
blends. In particular, based on a bi-dimensional represen-
tation of sentiments defined by valence and activation, a
music emotion fuzzy classifier has been proposed [6]: it
maps songs’ segments to the four quadrants of the affective
space viewed as fuzzy sets. The same approach has been
exploited for analyzing gamers affective states while playing
video games [4], [33].

Intensity is expressed by Russel as a function of two
dimensions in the bi-dimensional model composed of va-
lence and activation. Intensity is defined as the distance of
an affective vector from the origin of the affective plan.
Automatic sentiment analysis approaches based on affective
spaces representations can thus define intensity as a function
of the dimensions defined in the affective space [32], [34],
[35].

C. Continuity as a Mean for Graduality

Other approaches exploit affective spaces to their full
extent: affective states are then described by the numerical
structure implied by real valued affective scales. These
approaches use a representation of sentiments intrinsically
gradual, naturally able to handle the ambiguous and vague
nature of sentiments expression. Yet, interpreting affective
states in terms of affective scales remains more difficult than
for affective sets. Affective labels are indeed more explicit
than real valued affective measures. One approach exploits
a bi-dimensional affective space composed of valence and
activation in order to analyse movies affective states [7].
The values in valence and activation of successive frames are
stored in an “affect curve” aggregating the different affective
states contained in the movie. They are interpreted as affec-
tive signatures characterizing movies affective content. Fur-
thermore, by segmenting the affective space into prevailing
sentiments, affect curves describe smooth transitions between
sentiments.

Considering each affective scale along a time line, numer-
ical structures offer a naturally gradable representation for
studying smooth changes in affective states over time. This
approach has been adopted for studying among other movies
affective content on the basis of visual continuous inputs
(in parallel of the earlier described “affect curves”), movies
affective content on the basis on discrete textual inputs [36],
dialog affective content in text-to-speech applications [28] or
affective content detection in audio dialogs [5].

IV. GRADUALITY FOR EXPLOITING THE RICHNESS OF
NATURAL LANGUAGES

There are many different ways for human beings to
express sentiments: body or facial expressions, physiological
expressions, oral expressions and written expressions are the
main studied modalities. From now on this study focuses on
the automatic analysis of sentiments in texts. Indeed, natural
language offers rich and complex structures for expressing
sentiments which may get subtle, ambiguous and complex.
As such, graduality appears as a very important feature when
analyzing the expression of sentiments in texts.

A. Motivations and Principles

Natural language conveys much uncertainty and ambiguity
that get in the way of methods for automatically analyzing
texts’ semantic. In particular, the very definition of words
may change from contexts, for instance, the terms headshot,
monstrous are viewed a different way in a context of video-
games than in a context of International News. Terms may
as well refer to vaguely defined concepts: for instance the
term despicable, which refers to the complex sentiment of
Contempt in Plutchik’s model, expresses both Anger and
Disgust. Furthermore, depending on contexts, negation traits
can share further senses than opposition: for instance they
may be employed to express irony or politeness. Also,
linguistic modifiers emphasize or diminish terms’ intensities
and complex linguistic constructions can express in-between



semantics. Expressions of sentiments in texts thus get com-
plex, ambiguous and subtle and as a result, graduality turns
out to be an important feature when analyzing sentiments in
texts.

Generally speaking, the analysis of sentiment in texts is
divided into a multiple step process [19], [36]. First, affective
terms are isolated and gathered in affective dictionaries, sev-
eral approaches have been proposed to automatically collect
affective terms and their semantic from public resources [37],
[38], [39]. Depending on the representation of sentiments,
a mapping is thus defined between terms and the structure
implied by the model. Studied texts are then projected onto
the affective dictionary and analyzed along the affective
terms they contain. Finally, during the processing stage, the
overall affective states of texts are computed on the basis of
their affective projections.

In this section, we discuss how components of graduality
can offer responses to problems related to the automated
analysis of sentiments in texts and known as difficult in
natural language processing. In particular, we discuss how
components of graduality can be integrated into the multiple
step process described above. To that aim, four challenges are
successively considered: we first address the case of terms’
inherent ambiguities and vagueness, then we focus on the
interpretation of linguistic modifiers. Finally, we review the
problem of the negation and we tackle complex linguistic
constructions.

B. Ambiguous and Vague Sentiments Expression

One of the particularities of natural languages resides in
the ambiguous definitions of terms that vary with contexts.
Similarly, terms are expected to exhibit ambiguous affective
semantics. One way to deal with ambiguities is to encode
them into terms’ affective semantics and to perform Word
Sense Disambiguation (WSD). Resolving ambiguities can
then be postponed until the processing stage, that is when
a surrounding affective context is available. It is worthy of
notice that this is akin to the principle of least commitment.

Another characteristic of natural languages is the definition
of terms that address vaguely defined concepts. In the case
of sentiments, terms may express mixed or complex affective
states. A method for extracting sentiment-bearing adjectives
considers memberships degrees to basic sentiments in order
to deal with terms’ inherent vagueness [40]. Other ap-
proaches consist in manually encoding vagueness by human
annotators. For instance, the affective states conveyed by
terms are manually assigned membership degrees to basic
sentiments by linguists [19]. Even though the subjectiv-
ity introduced by annotators may bias systems, measuring
several annotators agreement by means of inter-annotator
agreement rates assesses the objectivity of an annotation
process. Furthermore, when dimensional affective spaces are
employed, text analysis systems can exploit the inherent
continuity implied by the model. Indeed, terms mapped to
multidimensional vectors are analysed as objects in metric
spaces and distance functions may be exploited in order to
deal with the vagueness of terms’ affective semantic.

C. Linguistic Modifiers and Sentiments Expression

Many adverbs and adjectives act as intensity modifiers and
have been shown to contribute to a large extent to texts’
affective content [41], [42]. In order to refine systems results,
linguistic modifiers actions on sentiments expressions can be
modeled by means of intensity components. In this approach,
linguistic modifiers are thus depicted as operators increasing
or decreasing texts affective intensities [43], [44], [45].

D. Negation of Sentiments Expression

One critical requirement for analyzing sentiments in texts
is the processing of negations. Since the expression of
one sentiment greatly differs from the expression of its
opposition, analyzing sentiments without taking negations
into account leads to drastic losses in results relevance. In
order to deal with negations, a simple approach consists in
defining antonym affective states [24], [25]. For instance,
in Plutchik’s model each sentiment possesses an antonym:
the sentiment label joy is considered as an antonym of the
sentiment label anger [9]. In affective spaces, antonym states
are expressed as vectors of opposite coordinates along the
continuous scales.

Nevertheless, certain sets of basic sentiments do not ex-
hibit antonym relationships: for instance, considering the big
six set of basic sentiments (see Section II), it is difficult
to assign a direct antonym for sadness. Making use of
combination components however, the ambiguous and/or
vague affective semantic carried over the negation can be
stored in memory and exploited according to the surrounding
context.

Furthermore it appears that negations do not only express
oppositions but share multiple senses. Indeed, they can be
employed in order to express among others irony, politeness,
obviousness as well as opposition. While certain approaches
make the choice to ignore the participation of negated terms
in text affective states [45], it is possible to make use of
intensity components to interpret their semantics: negations
viewed as linguistic modifiers influence affective states in-
tensities.

E. Complex Expression of Sentiments

The richness of natural languages allows for complex lin-
guistic constructions: patterns like both excited and anxious
or neither happy nor sad represent a challenge for automatic
sentiment analysis systems. However, taking account of com-
bination components in the representation of affective states
is particularly well suited for modeling in-between affective
states. For instance, in the framework of fuzzy logic, basic
sentiments seen as fuzzy sets may describe complex affective
states by means of membership degrees (see Section II).

In particular, considering Plutchik representation of sen-
timents, the following complex expression: both angry and
sad may be defined as:(

Anger

1.0
,
Sadness

1.0

)



Putting complex emotion into the picture, it must be high-
lighted that a complex expression containing for instance,
both a term referring completely to anger but tainted with
disgust, and a term referring completely to sadness may for
instance be defined as:(

Anger

1.0
,
Disgust

0.3
,
Sadness

1.0

)
which differs from a complex expression containing three
terms, respectively referring completely to anger, disgust and
sadness: (

Anger

1.0
,
Disgust

1.0
,
Sadness

1.0

)
V. CONCLUSION

From this comparative study between the main representa-
tions of sentiments, as affective sets and as affective spaces,
different components of graduality emerge. While affective
spaces are usually taken back to affective sets by segmenting
them into affective regions, they offer a structure naturally
gradual particularly employed for describing affective states
smooth transitions, for instance along a time line. On the
other hand, based on the representation of sentiments as
affective sets, we identified three components of graduality.
The first one, namely composition or blending component,
allows affective states to be described by multiple hetero-
geneous basic sentiments as fuzzy, uncertain or imprecise
entities. The second and the third ones, respectively intensity
and inheritance components, refine basic sentiments into
a hierarchy leading to a fine grained characterization of
sentiments.

Moreover, verbal expressions of sentiments which get
particularly complex, ambiguous and subtle can be tack-
led by means of components of graduality. On one hand,
combination components offer structures for dealing with
the vague affective semantic of terms as well as means
for managing complex linguistic constructions. On the other
hand, intensity components can be employed to model the
action of linguistic modifiers as well as the effect of the
negation when it takes further senses than opposition.

In order to exploit the different components of gradu-
ality, binary and certainty vectors are widely employed in
automatic sentiment analysis systems. However, the fuzzy
logic theory offers an extensive set of tools particularly well
suited to the representation of ambiguity and imprecision in
sentiments expressions.

From our point of view, the very ambiguous and imprecise
nature of sentiments expressions has to be tackled by mean
of adequate structures and processes, we hope this survey
will help further developments of gradual framework for
automatic sentiments analysis.
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